START-UP SHEET
KING SLUGNUT

USE BRAND NEW ALKALINE BATTERIES
INSERT 4 AA ALKALINE BATTERIES IN ROBOT. INSERT 3AAA ALKALINE BATTERIES IN REMOTE.

TURN ROBOT ON!
BUT DON'T TOUCH REMOTE UNTIL ALL POWER CARDS HAVE BEEN SWIPED!

SWIPE CARDS AS SHOWN!

1st UPGRADE
2nd SPEED
3rd PUNCH
4th LASER

ALWAYS SWIPE FROM RIGHT TO LEFT WITH BARCODE INSIDE ROBOT.
1. Swipe Upgrade Level 3 card and listen for robot's response
   - Good Swipe: Robot will make a chime sound
   - Bad Swipe: Robot will make a buzzer sound and say "No good! Swipe again!"

2. Swipe Speed card and listen for robot's response (same as Upgrade)

3. Swipe Punch card and listen for robot's response (same as Upgrade)

4. Swipe laser card and listen for robot's response (same as Upgrade)

After the 4th card has been swiped correctly, the robot's lights will go on and he will make

DIDN'T WORK?
- Swipe cards from RIGHT TO LEFT in a smooth, STRAIGHT LINE!
- Try swiping faster or slower. Practice to find the correct swipe speed for your robot
- Swipe cards in correct order.
- DO NOT wrinkle or bend the card when swiping.
- Make sure entire bar code is swiped through robot
- Make sure the remote button is not pushed accidentally.

IF ROBOT STILL DOES NOT RECOGNIZE CARDS, TURN ROBOT OFF, THEN BACK ON AND START OVER.

BEAM POWER TO YOUR KNIGHTS!
STOP! IF YOU DON'T HAVE ANY KNIGHTS YET, SKIP THIS SECTION AND GO TO THE NEXT SECTION!
1. Turn Knight on. He will say "Slsnpd on-line."
2. Place Knight directly in front of King, so they are facing each other. [Fig.A]
3. Push button on King's head to beam commands to his Knight. King will say "Ready my troops for battle!"
4. Knight will say "I follow your order!"
   when he correctly receives the King's commands.
5. Now you can arrange your Knights into battle formation!

NOTE: Be careful not to tip your Knight or hit the terminate command button.

DIDN'T WORK?
- Make sure Knight is facing the King
- Make sure the remote button of the Knight is not pushed accidentally.

NOTE, KNIGHT MUST RECEIVE POWER BEAM IN ORDER TO ONLY THE KING'S CONTROLLER!

NOW GRAB REMOTE!

TROUBLESHOOTING:
ROOT KEEPS DEACTIVATING
Be careful not to tip robot or touch the terminate switch when powering him up! If deactivated, he will say, "Knight 1 or defeated." Turn robot off then on and report power up process.

KING WON'T MOVE
Robots are high energy toys. It may be necessary to replace batteries every 1 hour of continuous play.

ROBOT WON'T RECOGNIZE CARD
Turn robot off, then on, or push reset on robot and remove all cards.

REMOTE WON'T WORK
For best results, operate remote within 8 feet of robot at all times and always aim at robot's head.

KING WON'T RESPOND TO KING'S REMOTE
- Push and hold the A/B button that corresponds with the Knight's frequency setting, while pressing the direction and laser buttons.
- The Knight may not have been beamed properly. Turn robot off, then on, or push reset on robot and start over.

INCONSISTENT RESPONSES WHEN BATTLING WITH ORIGINAL RUMBLE ROBOTS
In order to be compatible with the invasion series robots, the original Rumble Robots must be set to channel "A."

READ YOUR RUMBLE ROBOTS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET FOR FULL INSTRUCTIONS!

BATTLE WITH KING AND KNIGHTS:
NOTE: Do not tip your Knight or hit his terminate switch!
1. Set your Knight to channel A. If you have a second Knight, set him to channel B.
2. To control your first Knight, hold down "A" button on King remote while pressing direction and laser buttons. Always aim directly at the first Knight. [Fig.B]
3. To control your second Knight, hold down "B" button on King remote while pressing direction and laser buttons. Always aim directly at second Knight.

BATTLE WITH KING:
NOTE: Do not tip your Knight or hit his terminate switch!
1. Keep remote pointed at top of robot. [Fig.C]
2. Wake up remote by pressing punch button. Robot should now punch. If not, turn him off, then on and start again.
3. Battle by pressing punch, laser and direction controls. To restart robot after a battle, turn robot off, then on and reswipe cards.

QUESTIONS: CUSTOMER SERVICE TOLL FREE AT 1-800-771-1810
M-F 9AM-5PM CST, OR E-MAIL THEM: customerservice@trendmasters.com
OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.rumblerobots.com
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